WELCOMING REMARKS: KARRIN E. WILKS, INTERIM PRESIDENT, BMCC
Monday | March 11, 2019 | 9:30 am - 9:45am | Theatre 2

OPENING REMARKS: MARIA ENRICO, CHAIR, MODERN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT
Monday | March 11, 2019 | 9:45 am -10:00 am | Theatre 2

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: CRAIG HUTCHISON
Monday | March 11, 2019 | 10 am -10: 30 am | Theatre 2

VELOCE COME IL VENTO / ITALIAN RACE
Monday | March 11, 2019 | 10: 30 am -12: 45pm | Theatre 2

A QUIET PLACE
Monday | March 11, 2019 | 1:00 pm-3: 45 pm | Theatre 2

UN MONSTRE À PARIS /A MONSTER IN PARIS
Monday | March 11, 2019 | 4.00 pm -5:45 pm | Theatre 2

WELCOMING
Tuesday | March 12, 2019 | 9:30 am - 9:40 am | Theatre 2

捉妖記2 / MONSTER HUNT 2
Tuesday | March 12, 2019 | 9:40 am -11:45 am | Theatre 2

EL LABERINTO DEL FAUNO/ PAN'S LABYRINTH
Tuesday | March 12, 2019 | 12:00 pm -2:45 pm | Theatre 2

CAPHARNAÜM /  کفرنافونف ن ف ف/ CHAOS
Tuesday | March 12, 2019 | 3:00 pm-4:45 pm | Theatre 2

CLOSING
Tuesday | March 12, 2019 | 4:45 pm-5:00 pm | Theatre 2

A QUIET PLACE

E R S T O RY

OUR PEOPLE

Everyone loves a good horror story. Try to write one, and you will quickly discover that it’s

MARIA ENRICO (CHAIR) · RAFAEL CORBALÁN · EDA HENAO · SILVIA ÁLVAREZ-OLARRA ·

not simple to create a monster. You must also create a reason for the monster to exist. Or,

MARGARET CARSON · PETER CONSENSTEIN · RACHEL CORKLE · MARÍA DE LOS ÁNGE-

to quote the great Albert Camus, who would have turned 100 this year, “A character is
never created by the author. It is quite likely, however, that an author may be all his char-

A Quiet Place is a 2018 American horror film directed by John Krasinski,

In all great horror stories, literary or otherwise, the monster is
s inner monstrosity, or sometimes a society.

VARADE · ALEJANDRO VARDERI · CAROL WASSERMAN · ANDRÉS AMADOR · LUIS A.
ll need to state the following: Where

ror movie we’ve all been waiting for.is the monster? Who sees it? How does that person feel about the monster? (This last part
is perhaps the most important. If the character is terrified for her life in the first sentence,

Director John Krasinski delivers the

the story will proceed much differently than if the character is amused or irritated.)
Do monsters appear all the time? Is the world un-

terrified, and exhilarated. This is “Ader siege by monsters? Or is this a regular world with a very personal monster. To answer
s place in the world. If the

world is a stage full of roles that people must play, which roles are being played by your

extremely well-crafted tale of survival.
No false promises here: stay silent or

ence of a family with their deaf eldest

GARAY · DINO GARCIA · ADELA GEORGE · GIADA GERACI · ALESSANDRA PERALTAÁVILA · MOHAMED SOFAINI
· XIOMARA ABUD · TANIA
ADAMI · MÓNICA AGREST ·
CARLOS ARAZI · JENNIFER A.
BASTO · HASSEN BETTAIEB ·
ERICH BEULIG · BARBARA
BREGSTEIN · ARTHUR CAIN ·
INÉS CARRERA-JUNCO · MARIE-THÉRÈSE CASSÉUS · JONATHAN CAYER · CATHERINE

Why has the monster appeared to this charac-

ter at this time? Monsters and victims should be well matched. To answer this question,

die. The film is based on the experi-

SOPHIE MARÍÑEZ · JOHN THOMAS MEANS · CHUN-YI PENG · NIDIA PULLÉS-LINARES ·

ROGG · LISA SARTI · FRANCISCA SUÁREZ-COALLA · VALÉRIE THIERS-THIAM · KRISTINA

Woods and Scott Beck. This is the hor-

Quiet Place” in a nutshell, a tense and

· LING (EMILY) LUO · ALICIA PERDOMO H. · PATRIZIA COMELLO PERRY · SILVIA ROIG ·

ÁLISTER RAMÍREZ-MÁRQUEZ · MARILYN RIVERA · FANNY M. RODRÍGUEZ · FAY R.

who wrote the screenplay with Bryan

creepy goods, leaving us unnerved,

LES DONOSO MACAYA · EVELIN GAMARRA-MARTÍNEZ · AINOA ÍÑIGO· LAURIE LOMASK

s life, problems and conflicts that existed before the monster arre adjusting the telescopic lens through which the story views the

monster. If you begin by focusing on Conflict A, then Conflict A will always be present in

CORDEIRO · EMIL L. CRUZ FERNANDEZ · PEDRO DE LLANO · IZZY DE MOYA · CALOGERO
DIONISI · JABRI DIONISIO · SAMEH H. EL NAGGAR · DEXTER V. EWERS · JENNIFER FEDERICO · ELIZABETH FIGUEROA · MAREK FILIPCZAK · EMMANUEL FODÉ · CLAIRE GALLAND · MARTINE M. GAUTHIER · HELEN HASELNUSS · SHU-HUEY JENNER · MICHAEL

daughter. The title of a card “Day 89,”the story (unless you stumble upon a better conflict; in that case, throw out Conflict A and

KAUFER · ISABELLE LAPIN · QINGLIU LI · SHANMAN A. LIAO · GUOZHI LIU · ELIZABETH

s personal conflict part of the

MANUKIAN · ABIGAIL MÉNDEZ · JYTTE MICHELSEN · MARÍA MILÁN · LEANDRO MO-

shown at the beginning reveals that

story from the beginning, the monster will naturally be viewed as part of that conflict.

we’re in a recently-post-apocalyptic

re writing a monster story. To paraphrase Kurt Vonnegut, if

RALES · VÍCTOR MURILLO · LISSETTE NÚÑEZ · ALBA POTES · AMALIA RECHTMAN ·
KATHERINE A. ROMAINE MAWSON · JUAN SABORIDO · MARA SALVATI · ROBERTO
SCARCELLA-PERINO · STEVEN R. TOUSLEY · JOSÉ VASQUEZ · MARÍA TERESA VÉLEZ ·

world.
Write your monster story and read it out loud in class!!

OLGA M. VILLACÍS · ALBERTO WONG HIU · ROSANA WONG · STÉPHANE M. ZABOROWSKI · GIULIA ZENI · ROSEMARY ZELAYA · QINGLIU CHEN

H O W T O W R I T E A M O N S T E R S T O RY
Everyone loves a good horror story. Try to write one, and you will quickly discover that it

American sign language

not simple to create a monster. You must also create a reason for the monster to exist. Or,
to quote the great Albert Camus, who would have turned 100 this year,
never created by the author. It is quite likely, however, that an author may be all his characters simultaneously.” In all great horror stories, literary or otherwise, the monster is
often a manifestation of a character’s inner monstrosity, or sometimes a society.
THE WRITING EXERCISE

The family very slowly—on
tiptoes—moves
small-town

around

store,

a

taking

Let’s create a monster (real or imagined).

some of the few remaining

INTRODUCE THE MONSTER. To do this, you’ll need to state the following: Where

supplies and some prescrip-

is the monster? Who sees it? How does that person feel about the monster? (This last part
is perhaps the most important. If the character is terrified for her life in the first sentence,
the story will proceed much differently than if the character is amused or irritated.)
WHAT KIND OF WORLD IS IT? Do monsters appear all the time? Is the world under siege by monsters? Or is this a regular world with a very personal monster. To answer
this question, you will also need to figure out your character’s place in the world. If the

world is a stage full of roles that people must play, which roles are being played by your
character?
WHAT KIND OF MONSTER IS IT? Why has the monster appeared to this character at this time? Monsters and victims should be well matched. To answer this question,
figure out the character’s life, problems and conflicts that existed before the monster arrived. In a way, you’re adjusting the telescopic lens through which the story views the
monster. If you begin by focusing on Conflict A, then Conflict A will always be present in

tion drugs for the older boy,
who looks like he has the flu.
They communicate in sign
language and are incredibly
careful not to make a sound,
but the youngest boy draws a
picture of a rocket on the
floor—the thing that he signs
will take them all away.

the story (unless you stumble upon a better conflict; in that case, throw out Conflict A and
switch to Conflict B). Regardless, if you make the character’s personal conflict part of the
story from the beginning, the monster will naturally be viewed as part of that conflict.

We

quickly

Write your monster story and read it out loud in class!!

that

“sound” in this world can be

Good luck and have fun! You’re writing a monster story. To paraphrase Kurt Vonnegut, if
that isn’t nice, then I don’t know what is.

discern

dangerous.

Director: John Krasinski
Writers:

Bryan

Woods,

Scott Beck, John Krasinski

CAPHARNAÜM
Capharnaüm has the power to shake
the audience. Nadine Labaki, the film
director, shot the movie in a documen-

tary-like fashion, making the viewers
to believe that her “actors” aren’t playing characters at all but going about
their business as if a camera wasn’t
present. That’s no easy feat, and even
if the film trips on its ambition at

times, it’s still a tremendous achievement for a filmmaker who has a keen
eye for detail. The film focuses on a
young child who decides to sue his parents for bringing him into this world.
Labaki uses flashbacks to explore the

dark side of the child’s environment:
the miserable conditions in which he
was forced to live in, his relationship
with his parents, and his everyday life

Write a review of your favorite movie

KNOW YOUR SUBJECT. If you want to write reviews that
carry some authority, then you need to learn everything
you can.
Some believe that in order to be a truly good film critic
you must have worked as a director, or that in order to
review music you must have been a professional musician. That kind of experience wouldn’t hurt, but it’s more
important to be a well-informed layman.
READ OTHER CRITICS. Just as an aspiring novelist reads
the great writers, a good critic should read accomplished
reviewers. Read their reviews, analyze what they do, and
learn from them, do you agree or disagree, try to make
your argument.
AVOID “I” AND “IN MY OPINION”. Such phrases are unnecessary; your reader understands that it’s your opinion you’re conveying.
GIVE BACKGROUND. The critic’s analysis is the centerpiece of any review, but that’s not much use to readers
if one doesn’t provide enough background information.
So if you’re reviewing a movie, outline the plot but also
discuss the directors, the actors, and the screenwriter.
Tell us a little about influences and previous works.
DON’T SPOIL THE ENDING. There’s nothing readers hate
more than a film critic who gives away the ending to the
latest blockbuster. So yes, give plenty of background
information, but don't give away the ending.
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE. Keep your target audience in
mind. You can educate your readers, but remember –
even the most knowledgeable critic won’t succeed if he
bores his readers to tears.
And, of course, DON’T BE AFRAID TO HAVE STRONG
OPINIONS.

Watch the movies, read the books, and enjoy
our courses at MLD

We have some questions for you to share with your
professors and peers. After the screening of the
films, write a great movie review.
Here you have some guidelines to help you build a
paragraph:
 What is the basic plot of the film?
 What did you like best and least about the movie? Why?
 Who was your favorite and least character in the
movie? Why?
 How did the film make you feel?

ARABIC
in one of the poorest neighborhoods in Lebanon. All this

can make the public squirm
in discomfort at times, mainly because it feels real. The
characters are real people
with real problems, and it’s

 Was there something you didn't understand
about the film? What was that?

so easy to relate to their

 To what extent did it fit with your expectations,
or did it subvert them in some ways?

feelings and their actions at

 How is our attention drawn to particular images?
How are particular visual elements used as symbols or metaphors? Does the music add anything
to the images?

every turn of this gripping

 What is the view of humanity? What does the
film say about the human monstrosity? What
makes a person a monster?
 Does the film identify any universal problems
confronting human beings?
 What choices do the characters make? What
motivates them? What are the consequences?
What do the main characters learn about themselves, and how do they change? If you had a
chance to ask a character in this movie a question, what would it be?

drama. There are no real
“villains” in the film, just victims of terrible conditions.
And just like real life, what
happens is almost impossible to predict.

Director: Nadine Labaki
Writers:

Jihad

Nadine

Hojeily,

Khabbaz,

M.

Labaki,

Georges

Keserwany,

Khaled Mouzanar

捉妖記2

SPANISH

Monster Hunt 2 is a 2018 Chinese-Hong
Kong adventure film directed by Raman

A large stick insect, which Ofelia

Hui. The movie tells the story of Wuba

believes to be a fairy, leads her

after he parts way with his human parents Tian and Lan for his own journey.

into an ancient stone labyrinth,
but Ofelia is stopped by Vidal's

Peace has not been restored in the
monster world after the death of the
evil monster king as a sinister lord has

housekeeper Mercedes, who is
secretly supporting her brother

ascended and seized the throne. A

Pedro and other rebels. That

heavy bounty is placed on Wuba dead

night, the insect appears in Ofe-

or alive, forcing him to go into hiding

lia's bedroom, where it trans-

again. Wuba encounters an ill-famed

forms to a fairy and leads her

gambler Tu who’s deep in debt and

through the labyrinth. There,

seemingly up to no good. Together,

Ofelia meets the faun, who be-

they form a reluctant alliance in order

lieves she is the reincarnation of

to escape from their predicament. Tian
sets out on a journey with Lan in search

Princess Moanna. The faun gives

Ofelia three tasks to complete in

of his long-lost father. They meet the
new chief of the Monster Hunter Bureau Yun, who happens to know the
whereabouts of Tian’s father. Just when

order for her to acquire immortality and return to her kingdom.

Director: Guillermo del Toro
Writer:

Guillermo del Toro

El laberinto del fauno

cHINESE

Pan's Labyrinth is a dark fairy tale that distils

they are getting closer to lo-

his distinctive mix of fact and fantasy, poetry

cating his father, the couple

and politics, pain and pleasure. It's an epic,

learns of the bounty placed on

poetic vision in which the grim realities of
war are matched and mirrored by a descent
into an underworld populated by fearsomely
beautiful monsters -a transformative lifeaffirming nightmare which is the very best

Wuba. They are being torn be-

tween finding their father and
saving their son. Meanwhile,
Wuba and Tu find themselves in
deep water when they stumble
upon a dark secret behind the

film of the year.

Monster Hunter Bureau that

The film is set in 1944 when the Allies invad-

threatens to reshape the bal-

ed Nazi-held Europe. In Spain, a troop of sol-

ance of power between the hu-

diers are sent to a remote forest to flush out
the rebels. They are led by Capitan Vidal, a
murdering sadist, and with him are his new
wife Carmen and her 11 year old daughter,

Ofelia, from a previous marriage. Ofelia wit-

man

and

monster

world.

Throughout the course of the
adventure, Tu has come to realize the value of friendship and
vows to protect Wuba. But even
with Tian and Lan coming to the

nesses her stepfather's sadistic brutality and

rescue, they have absolutely no

she is drawn into Pan's Labyrinth, a magical

idea what menacing force they

world of mythical beings.

are up against...

Director: Raman Hui
Writers: Wai Lun Ng, Sunny
Chan, Peter Cilella

UN MONSTRE À PARIS

ITALIAN

The movie begins with the inventor
and deliveryman Raoul and his best
friend, Emile, a projectionist, making a

Everything happens when the movie begins, when the head of the
family passes away and the abso-

delivery to a famous scientist's home.

lutely unreliable and under drugs,

Finding the home empty and the sci-

Loris, appears at the funeral of his

entist absent, Raoul and Emile roam

brother. His 10-years of absence
was quite noticeable when he did

around the scientist's things, and Ra-

not even know that he had a ten-

oul attempts an experiment that, acci-

year-old brother. Now that Romeo

dentally, ends up transforming a flea

can be taken away from his eldest

into a seven-foot-tall "monster."

sister, Giulia agrees to allow Loris to
stay in the house with his girlfriend

They soon realize that the beast is not

Annarella who can’t imagine her

as menacing as it appears. Infact the

life without drugs. But when things

insect has human qualities and artistic
temperament. While the humongous
flea frightens Parisians, with his presence, a nightclub's lovely young singer

calm down a bit, Loris learns that

the house might be gone if Giulia
don’t win the race…

Director: Matteo Rovere
Writer:

Matteo Rovere

veloce come il vento

FRENCH

Matteo Rovere’s Veloce Come Il Vento is a film
about a family which does not know anything

Lucille makes an incredible

else but the speedy track and spirit to win bigger

discovery:

races. However, there was one thing about Rov-

has a beautiful voice. They

ere’s film – it was not just a cliché; it had an excellent story, twist and turn, and absolutely in-

the

monster

become friends: she calls

credible film inside and out, every viewer, no

him

doubt will appreciate.

him up, and makes him

Giulia is a 17-year old teenager who now took

part of her lounge act, and

over the family legacy to continue winning as

Francoeur,

dresses

the duo is an immediate

many championships as they can. The reason for
that is very simple: her father owes money to a

success. But the local poli-

local, who will take their house away if the

tician don’t see this side of

debts are not paid. But tragedy, as you know,

the “monster” and want

never comes alone as Giulia’s father dies while

Director: Bibo Bergeron

to run him out of the city,

Writers:

whole world with her little brother, the young

or worse, kill him, for their

Kazandjian

girl must face the challenge to win the race at

agenda. It will be up to Lu-

any cost, but also deal with her drug-addict

cille, Emile, Raoul, to pro-

his daughter was on the track. Left alone in the

brother, Loris, who in the past was a champion
as well.

tect Franc and prove everyone wrong.

Gaston

Bibo

Bergeron,

Leroux,

Stéphane

KEYNOTE SPEAKER craig hutchison
Craig Hutchison is an Adjunct Professor in the Speech, Communication, and Theatre Arts Department of the Borough of
Manhattan Community College. He has worked within the
CUNY system for over twenty years and sixteen years at
BMCC.
Craig has directed over one-hundred stage shows including

Jesus Christ Superstar, The Oresteia, and, yes, Dracula.
He, also, has designed an equal number of shows including
Oklahoma!, Oliver, and The Ceremony of Innocence.
While in the military and stationed in Germany, he had
planned to take a trip to Transylvania to see the remains of
the real Count Dracula. But his security clearance required
an armed guard to accompany him to the Romania at that
time. Alas, the obstacles to the trip became more than could
be overcome.
In New York, he runs the Black Orchid Theatre Group at the
Church of the Resurrection where shows are presented
throughout the year. Recently, the Theatre Association of
New York State invited Black Orchid to present their awardwinning production of Salome Reversed at their annual convention. In 2018, Craig received an Outstanding Achievement in Directing in Black Orchid Theatre Group's Production of The Eumenides and for Dedication to Greek Theatre for his production of The Oresteia Trilogy.
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